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When he was in school, little Marie did not study in textbooks. He headed to The Guide Book of Conar Tamil Urai, like the other children's larks in the admission syllabus. Unlike it is a regular guidebook, the Konar book described the story and lessons (from math to science in language) into simple words
along with real life. The way a good teacher does, the kind that made it an example in everyday life to reach out to both the brain and mind and make them understand the concept and not just push it into every mug. Kind of a teacher you never forget. This little marie we speak to today is Marie Selvaraj,
the director who brought the box office to the heart-stirring film Paris-Yerum Peruvian BA and BL. The film tells the story of a young Dalit man who wants to become a lawyer, and the situation of his class of advisors in law school. Hidden Gems: Paris-Yerum Perumal was a highly acclaimed film. In fact, it
was released in just a few theaters but due to the audience two days ago demanding a screening across TN and other states, Selvaraz's wife, Divya Selvaraz, who is an English teacher at a government school in the city who calls him on a phone call. Her mother, a Tamil teacher, said that Paris-Yerum
Perumal was one of the answers to questions in the Connar Tamil Urai guidebook. Life has completely returned to the circle. The question is — describe sypaadugal and other meypaadugal who have succeeded in talking and delivering about the film you've seen. The author of Conar Urai chose The
Parijerum Peruvian to describe these eight emotions. If a movie can experience one emotion deeply, you'll see that there's a winner. But Marie Selvaraz could feel all eight things: Nagai (comedy), Alugai (grief), Shirumai (defamation), Marugai (reform), Asham (fear), Perumai (pride) and Sinam (anger).
Nilam Productions: Marie Selvaraz, who worked as an assistant director for several years, got a big break when she narrated her script to Farranzis, who agreed to make the film. That's almost time to get your points, but seeing this essay from Konar and i feel like I was able to do that. I can't actually
believe it, but I'm so happy to know that I can deliver exactly what I want and that students can actually read about it, Selvaraj said. But this isn't the first time this has happened to Selbaraji. Selvaraz's first short story was well received by the University of Tanjabur, which was actually included in the Tamil
Syllabus. He was one of the men who fought against oppression, and he said it was a story I could tell because I came from that background. So this is not new, but Selvaraz has a thrilling movie as well after 12 years in the industry. The wonders at the box office left a lasting impact as well as and have
now become part of school education. Selvaraz's relationship with Connar Urai is deep. From 6 to 12, I used connar, especially for students like me who were not good at studying. We didn't have to touch everything in our hearts, and it helped us understand and analyze. Full circle: Another interesting
thing that Mari Selbaraji's wife, Diviya, an English teacher at a government school, says Connar's book made students his own, and he was the first to be called by the news. How can a book do that? I didn't have to be anyone else, pretendto know everything and just mug everything. We can be
ourselves because the book will appeal to our personal interests. They will give us an example that we can recognize, and that's why I was able to learn. Selbaraji explained. In this article, I talked to someone who relied entirely on the Book of Connar as a child. When i ask you what you think about the
film reference in this book, they will use old mythical stories to explain things like Maypadugal to ask these questions as I grow up. You see we had imagined this story, we didn't really believe them so we would have to answer with our hearts anyway. If I was at school and had pariyerum peruvian as an
answer, I would have made such a difference because I knew it and I could see it and easily identify it. I would have stayed for the test! So Selvaraz didn't expect that the finding of the film as a reference in The Conar would probably be equivalent to the prime minister, and that Paris-Yerum Perumal
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